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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0141957A2] 1. Plug for flat electrical cables with several insulated conductors (32) arranged side by side in one plane in a common cable
sheath (31), mainly for use in telecommunication engineering, with one housing (10, 20) possessing a duct (11) to accomodate the cable end (30)
said duct (11) originating in a wide initial section (12) intended to locate the cable sheath (31), and tapering towards an end section (13), the inside
width of this end section (13) being equal to the cross section of the insulated wires (32) with their conductors (34) - althrough stripped of the cable
sheat - still carrying their full insulation (33), and said housing (10, 20) being equipped with penetration-type contacts (41) in the end section of the
duct, which contacts are aligned with the still insulated wires (32), so that, when used, they will pierce the insulation (33) of the corresponding wire
and penetrate to its conductor (34) with their cutting end (44), said cutting end being located inside the housing, and their other contact ends (42),
located outside the housing (10, 20), are mounted in fixed contact points (48) in a standard uniform arrangement relative to each other, which is
common to all plugs, and characterized in that the housing consists of a cover (10) accomodating the lead-in duct (11) on one hand, and of an insert
(20) which carries the penetration-type contacts (41) and can be plugged into the cover (20) on the other ; that the end of the cover-side lead-in duct
is divided into separate (15) holes (14) which accomodate the still insulated wires (32) of the cable individually ; that the cover (10), in alignment
with the layout of the insulated conductor (34) in each hole (14), possesses several potential penetration points (49) for the cutting ends (44) of the
penetration-type contacts, said penetration points pointing in the direction in which the insert is pushed in ; that the penetration-type contacts (41)
consist of blades (41) bent to point in opposite directions in the form of a "Z", so that the legs of this "Z" form the cutting ends (44) on one side and
the contact ends (42) on the other, and the blades can in each case be selected (according to the individual lateral offset (59) of the fixed contact
positions (38) in the insert (20) with respect to the desired penetration positions (49) in the cover) from a number of blades (41) in which the "Z"
angle offset is more or less pronounced ; and that the blades (41) selected can be interchangeably placed into the insert (20) with that leg of the
"Z" which forms the contact end while the Z-legs which constitute the cutting end (44) will form a pattern in the insert (20) which corresponds to
the type of blades selected - and form one constructional contact assembly unit with the insert (20) with which they can be forced into the selected
penetration points (49) in the cover (10).
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